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Transmission over line-of-sight microwave radio paths is analyzed with

the aid of a piece-wise linear approximation of the atmospheric index of

refraction. The simple model is adequate; it predicts published experimental

results.

A short path is defined on which no deep fading can occur and the

maximum length of such a path is estimated from measured data for

New Jersey. Expressions are presented for the worst-case amplitude-

frequency response and for the maximum echo delay for short paths. It is

shown that if the normal Fresnel-zone clearance is maintained on short

paths, no fading will occur due to substandard conditions of propagation

.

W. T. Barnett's result is also predicted from this model: the distribution

of attenuation on long paths is a function of L
3
/\ where L is the path length

and X is the free space wavelength.

The distribution of deep fades on long paths is predicted by this model

to have the same slope as the Rayleigh distribution, the slope normally

found in measurements of attenuation distributions on long paths.

I. INTRODUCTION

Terrestrial and satellite radio systems for common carrier applica-

tions at frequencies above 10 GHz have been proposed recently.1,2

For terrestrial systems the lengths of transmission paths may be lim-

ited to a few kilometers by the attenuation caused by rain.
3-5 A similar

limitation holds for satellite systems—for that part of the transmis-

sion path which is contained in earth's atmosphere.

For both terrestrial and satellite systems, it is anticipated that econ-

omies can be achieved if the information can be transmitted as

sequences of short pulses. But 0. E. DeLange has shown that pulses

with durations of a few nanoseconds can suffer serious degradation
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during transmission over a 22.8-mile path at a frequency of 4 GHz;

in his experiment, the degradation occurred during conditions of

frequency-selective fading.6 - 7 For the proposed systems, this result

raises an important question—for the path lengths of interest, can

pulses of a few nanoseconds duration be transmitted without suffering

intolerable degradation due to frequency-selective fading? No answer

to this question has been found in the literature; one of the purposes

of this paper is to answer it.

In pioneering work on the propagation of microwaves, A. B. Craw-

ford, DeLange, W. C. Jakes, and W. M. Sharpless have shown that

severe frequency-selective fading on line-of-sight transmission paths

can be explained in terms of multiple-path transmission. 0-0 Their

results have been confirmed by others and it is generally accepted

that the mechanism of multiple-path transmission is responsible for

most severe frequency-selective fading.10-15

In this paper, fading due to multiple-path transmission and fading

due to substandard refraction are discussed with emphasis on short

transmission paths. In the model used, signal power from the trans-

mitter travels to the receiver over two or more paths.13 Multiple-paths

are caused by a layer of atmosphere above the transmission path

which has a negative gradient in the index of refraction. Generally

the energy traveling over the separate paths will undergo unequal

phase shifts; if the received signal, which is the vector sum of the

signals received from these paths, is reduced substantially below its

free-space value by this mechanism, multiple-path fading is said to

occur.

Multiple-path fading, then, is a function of the magnitude of the

gradient in the index of refraction of the refracting layer. It is reason-

able to assume that there is a maximum value of this gradient which

occurs in a climatic region. Based on this assumption, it will be shown

that a path length L exists such that for any path of length L ^ L —
called a short path—deep multiple-path fading cannot occur. The

length L is estimated for New Jersey from transmission measure-

ments made by Crawford and Jakes. 7 For example, at 30 GHz, L ~
4.8 km in New Jersey.

Expressions are also derived for the frequency selectivity, maximum

echo delay, and the path clearance required to eliminate fading due

to substandard refraction.

Fading on long paths is also discussed and it is shown that the

path attenuation distribution is a function of L3/a where L is the path

length, and A is the wavelength. This agrees with Barnett's result
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which is based on extensive measurements. The correct slope of the

distributions of deep fades on long paths is also predicted from this

model.

II. REFRACTION IN A SINGLE LAYER

Most severe selective fading occurs during clear summer nights

when temperature inversions and associated meteorological effects

produce negative gradients in the index of refraction of the atmo-

sphere.7 '10-13 Figure 1 illustrates a simple profile of the index of refrac-

tion which can produce two or three transmission paths between

transmitter and receiver; two transmission paths are shown.7 As is

usual, the index of refraction is assumed to change only in the vertical

dimension. From geometric optics, the position of the elevated negative

gradient in the index of refraction allows a direct ray between trans-

Fig. 1—Refraction from a single layer.
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mitter and receiver as shown in Fig. 1, and causes another ray, launched

upward at a small angle, 9 , to be refracted into the receiver.

The magnitudes of the gradients in the index of refraction are

small and only those rays which are launched at small angles to the

horizontal can be refracted into the receiver. For small angles it has

been shown that if the gradient in the index of refraction is constant

the refracted ray follows the arc of a circle with radius R, where13

1 dn(z) 6 dN(z) ()R~ dz dz
w

The height above earth is z, n(z) is the index of refraction, and

jV(z) = [n(z) — l]10a . The dispersion in the index of refraction is

known to be small so we assume n(z) and R are independent of

frequency.13

The model of Fig. 1 is a simple approximation to the actual varia-

tions in the index of refraction which occur on transmission paths.

The model is not used because it is simple but because it does all that

can be asked of a model—the results predicted from it agree with the

results measured in corresponding experiments:

(i) Either one, two, or three discrete rays are predicted by the

model and all of these combinations of rays have been observed.7

Four or more discrete rays have not been observed.

(it) Frequency-sweep measurements, which heretofore have been

approximated by more than three and as many as eleven distinct

signals, are easily approximated by three distinct signals if time

variations are assumed in the height, thickness, and index of refrac-

tion of the refracting layer.7 -10

(Hi) Barnett has determined the dependence of attenuation distri-

butions on path length and wavelength from measurements on many
paths at several frequencies; the same result is predicted by this

model.

(iv) The correct slope of deep-fading distributions on long paths

is also predicted from this model.

2.1 Phase-Shift Along a Ray—General Case

The geometry for a single refracting layer is shown in Fig. 1. The

direct ray has radius R and an angle of departure « ~ L/2R . A
refracted ray leaves the transmitter at angle O and follows the arc of

a circle with radius RQ until the ray reaches height Z\ . At this point

the slope of the index of refraction changes and in the region Zx ^ z tk

Z2 the ray follows an arc of a circle with radius R. When the ray
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passes into the region Z ^ z ^ Z x , it again follows an arc of a circle

with radius R Q and arrives at the receiver at the angle 9 above the

horizontal axis.

The phase shift, </>, between the transmitter and receiver is given by

2t f
</> = Y J

n(z) ds, (2)

where, n(z) is the index of refraction,

X is the free-space wavelength, and

ds is the element of length along the ray.

The integral in (2) is the optical length of the ray.

It is possible for a refracted ray to rise above the refracting layer

and still reach the receiver. To include this case we use the geometry

of Fig. 2 to derive the phase shift along a refracted ray. There are

three regions to consider.

Fig. 2—Single-layer refraction with a ray rising above the refracting layer.
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Region I

In the region below Z\ , n = n^ — moZ, and a point on the ray is

given by z = Z + R (cos 6 - cos O ), 0i ^ ^ O . Substituting for

z in n and noting that dn/dz — —

m

= — 1/Ro,

n = n — m Z — cos + cos O , X ^ ^ O . (3)

The element of length along the arc in this region is da — R d6.

Region II

In the refracting layer, n = r?fl
— moZi — m(z — Zi), and a point

on the ray is given by z = Zx 4- R (cos ^ — cos 0i) , ^ «£ ^ 0i . From

Fig. 2, cos 0x = cos O + {Zx — Z )/Rn . Substituting for cos 6X in z,

for z in n and noting that dn/dz = —m = —1/R,

n = n — m Zn — cos
\f/ + cos O , 02 ^ ^ ^ 0i • (4)

In the refracting layer, ds — Rdip.

Region III

Above the refracting layer, n = no — m^z + m (Z2 — Zx )
—

m(Z2 — Zx ) and a point on the ray is given by z = Z2 + .Ro(cos y —

cos 2 ), ^ y ^ 2 . From Fig. 2, cos 2 = cos O + (Z t - Z )/R +
(Z2 — Z\)/R. Substituting for cos 62 in z, for 2 in n and noting that

dn/dz = —mo = — 1/Ro
,

?? = n — w Z — cos 7 + cos O , ^ 7 ^ 2 . (5)

In this region ds = R dy.

Since to Z« «C n , it will be omitted from (3) , (4) , and (5) . By
substituting these equations into (2) the optical length of the refracted

ray can be written.

2tt
i 2 / (» — cos + cos O)#O ^0

•'Si

+ 2 / (n — cos ^ + cos O)2? d^

+ 2 I (w — cos 7 + cos d )R dy (6)
Jo

t 2R [(n + cos O)(0O - 0,) - sin O + sin 0,)]

+ 2R[(n 4- cos O)(0! - 2)
- sin 6 X + sin 2]

+ 2R [(n + cos 0o)02 - sin 2]. (7)
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Only those rays which reach the receiver are of interest. For a ray

to be refracted into the receiver the geometry of Fig. 2 requires that

the following two relations be satisfied.

So sin e - (Bo - #)(sin 0, - sin 2) = L/2, (8)

g 2 g 0, ^ d . (9)

The launch angle, O ,
and the angles 0x and 2 are related to the

height, h, of the refracting layer above the path axis and its vertical

thickness, v, by the following equations.

h m Z
l
- Z = R cos 0! - R cos 0„ ,

and (10)

v = Z2
- Z, = R cos 2 - R cos 0, . (11)

In principle, fl , 6X and 2 can be found from (8), (10), and (11)

in terms of the path length, gradient of the index of refraction, and

the height and thickness of the refracting layer. These values of O ,

0! and 2 can then be substituted into (7) to determine the optical

length of the refracted ray. Our purpose is better served, however, by

specializing the solution.

2.2 Phase-Shift Along a Ray—Special Case

The worst case of interference, that is, the largest difference in

phase between the direct and refracted rays, occurs when the layer

it thick enough that no ray which reaches the receiver rises above the

layer. This can be demonstrated by the usual methods and the proof

is not reproduced here.

The rest of this paper will be concerned primarily with the worst

case interference, for which d> = 0.

When 2 = 0, (8) and (9) become

Rn sin 2
- (R - R) sin 0, = L/2, and (12)

^ 0, ^ O . (13)

The limits on the launch angle, O , are found by substituting (13)

into (12).

L/2R„ g sin 0o :g L/2R. (14)

We introduce a normalizing parameter k such that

fc = ^-°sin0O) then, from (14), 1 g k g R /R. (15)
Li

Now,
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kL . 1 (kLr^i
wo ^ <2R

+
6 \2R )

'
(16a)

cos 0„ « 1 - \ (~-J,
and (16b)

L(fc - i) i (K>-DY

.

(16c)

With (14), (15), and (16) and recalling that 2 = 0, the optical

length of the refracted ray is

2tt

The index of refraction no ~ 1, so (17) can be written

X0„ _ L3

[ 3 2(fe - 1)' VI
,

2* * L + 24^ L**
"

(1 - R/R„)
2 ~ Sk

]
' (18)

for

1 £ k g flo/fl.

The interference between the direct and refracted rays will be deter-

mined from (18). First, however, we need expressions for the departure

angle and the distance a ray rises above the path as functions of the

height of the refracting layer.

2.3 The Relation Between the Angle of Departure and the Height of the

Refracting Layer

The distance of the refracting layer above the path axis is h =
Zx

- Z„. From Fig. 1,

h = RQ (cos 8 1
— cos O )-

It is convenient to express h in terms of the maximum distance, hD ,

that the direct ray rises above the path axis,

hD = R (l — cos a).

Substituting from (16) and noting that a ~ L/2Rn
,

hD tt L2
/8R , and (19)

h_ a (k - l)
2

hD
KIC

(l-R/R f (20)

2.4 The Distance a Ray Rises above the Path

From Fig. 1, the maximum distance, d, that a ray rises above the

path axis is
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d = R(l - cos 00 + h.

Substituting from (16), (19), and (20),

— ~ k
2 — ft *~ *'

. (21)
hD ~ *

(1 - R/Ro)
K

'

2.5 The Optical Length oj the Direct Ray

If Qi = the refracting layer is too high to affect transmission. In

this case, transmission is normal and a single ray, launched at an

angle a = sin
-1 L/2R ,

will reach the receiver. This is the direct ray

and its optical length is given by setting X = 62 = and O = « =

sin-1 L/2R ~ L/2R () + l/6(L/2R )
3 in (7).

^-^L + ^^L3
. (22)

2ir ^4ii

The index of refraction n« ~ 1 and (22) can be written

^L-^3- (23)
It 2/Ui

2.6 Three-Path Transmission

The height of the refracting layer above the path axis, the maximum

height that a refracted ray rises above the path axis, and the phase

shifts, 4>R , along the refracted rays are shown in Fig. 3 as functions of

k for R /R = 4. The abscissa is approximately proportional to the

angle of departure of a ray because O is small and k = (2Rn/L) sin <9 .

The curves in Fig. 3 were computed from (18), (20), and (21).

From Fig. 3 it can be seen that either one, two, or three rays can

reach the receiver depending upon the height of the refracting layer;

several examples are shown in Fig. 4. In Fig. 4a the layer height is

2.2 hD . In addition to the direct ray, two rays are refracted into the

receiver. As the layer height decreases the vertical separation between

the two refracted rays increases as indicated in Figure 4b.

When the height of the layer equals the height of the direct ray,

h = hD and the direct ray coincides with one refracted ray ; two rays

reach the receiver. And finally, when the layer height is less than hD ,

only one ray, refracted from the layer, reaches the receiver as shown in

Figure 4d.

The direct ray exists when the height of the layer equals or exceeds

hD , that is, when h ^ hn . As illustrated in Figure 4c, the direct ray

and one refracted ray coincide when h = hn . This occurs when k = 1

for the refracted ray.
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Fig. 3—Phase and height relations in single-layer refraction for ft = 4ft.

III. SHORT PATHS

It has been known by many people for a long time, and it is intui-

tively obvious, that if a path is short enough, no deep fading will

occur. Apparently no quantitative analysis of short paths has been

published ; therefore, we present a definition of a short path, estimates

of short path lengths in New Jersey for several frequencies of interest,

and an analysis of transmission over short paths.

3.1 Definition of a Short Path

The largest phase difference between rays occurs when h/hD = 1.

In this case the direct ray and one refracted ray coincide, reducing the

number of rays to two. The corresponding values of k are

ki = 1, and

1 + (1 - R/Ro)
2

h =
1 - (1 - R/Ray
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REFRACTING LAYER-

h = 2.2h r

h = i.5h D

| L j—

T

w
h=o.5h r

Fig. 4—Single-layer refraction.

The phase difference between these two rays is /3 = <f>D — $R . From

(18) and (23),

2x
=

2*
(<*"' " * ft) ^ 24Ka

(1 - fl/2B )

a C~4)

The direct and refracted rays arrive at the receiver out of phase

as shown in Fig. 5. The total received signal, EI( , is the vector sura

of the signals received along the two rays.

ER = E + Eejs
,

where /? = fa — fa . The magnitude of the received signal is found

to be

ER |
= [El + 2EE cos fi + E 2

]K (25)
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REFRACTED RAY

Fig. 6—Phase relations between the
fracted rays.

signals received via the direct and re-

A deep fade occurs if \ER \
«C E , where E is the amplitude of the

received signal during normal transmission.

It may be seen from (25) that deep fading cannot occur unless

cos /? is negative. Now suppose that the path length is chosen so that,

for the maximum negative gradient which occurs in the index of

refraction, |/?| does not exceed a maximum value |/?mnx |
^ -rr. Then the

deepest fade—the minimum value of \ER
\

—can be computed from

(25). For instance, if \/3max \
^ 7r/2 the minimum value of \ER \

is E
and occurs when E = 0, and if |/?mas |

> v/2 the minimum value of

\EB \
is given by \ER

\
mi„ = E sin |/?mflx |

which occurs when E = —E
cos |/?jnnx|. The minimum received signal amplitude is plotted in Fig.

6 as a function of the maximum difference in phase between the two
rays.

-10

-40

\

L DEFI >IED \

3tt i_
* Pmax- 4 \

8 2

/SVnax

Sir
a

12L
A

I2L
8

Fig. 6—The minimum amplitude of the received
maximum phase angle between the two received rays.

signal as a function of the
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We now define a path length, L
,
such that for any path of length

L ^ L„ ,
there is no deep fading. L„ is chosen arbitrarily as the path

length for which |/?max |

= (3*)/4 radians. The deepest fade which

can occur on a path of length Ln is 3 dB as may be seen in Fig. 6. L
can be computed from (24) with /? = (3tt)/4 radians.

Ll = 9Xtf
2

(26)
(1 - R/2R f
(1 - R/R )

4
'

The definition has been made for the largest phase difference which

can occur between the direct ray and a refracted ray. This situation

occurs when the layer is tangent to the direct ray in which case only

two rays exist. If the layer rises a third ray will be refracted into the

receiver. The maximum phase difference between any two rays will

be less than 3tt/4 radians in this situation and the maximum fade will

be less than 3 dB. It should be noted that no restriction has been put

on the magnitude of the signal received via the refracted rays; for a

short path the maximum fade is 3 dB regardless of the magnitude of

the sum of the refracted rays as illustrated in Fig. 7.

3.2 An Estimate uj L

Crawford and Jakes, and Sharpless, measured angles of arrival for

several years on a 22.8-mile transmission path at a frequency of 24

GHz.7-0 The maximum difference in the angle of arrival between rays

arriving at the receiver was 0.65 degree, the rays arriving at angles

of 0.05, 0.35, and 0.7 degree above the normal angle of arrival. From

this data, L„ has been computed for several frequencies of interest

and listed in Table I. The details of the computations are given in the

Fig. 7—Phase diagram showing Vmln independent of refracted signal amplitude

E for a short path where m .x = 3ir/4.
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Table I

—

The Length of Short Paths in New Jersey

Frequency in GHz X in cm Lo in km

4 7.5 9.37
6 5.0 8.20

10 3.0 6.93
20 1.5 5.5
30 1.0 4.8
60 0.5 3.8

Appendix. A reasonable interpretation of this result is that for path

lengths less than those given in the table, in similar climatic regions,

a deep fade would be a rare event. Paths of length L ^ L will be

called short paths.

Since the values of L in Table I were computed from data taken

on a 22.8-mile path in New Jersey at 24 GHz, they should be regarded

as approximate. More accurate values can be determined from meas-

urements on shorter paths.

3.3 The Slope of the Amplitude as a Function of Frequency

Recalling that (3 is a function of frequency it follows from (25) that

the magnitude of the received signal is also dependent upon frequency.

Now,

d In I ER d\ER

dp \ER \
dp

and performing the indicated operations using (25), we get

d\ER \

[r
(E/E ) sin p ^V,ER

\ D + 2(E/E ) cos p + (E/Ec

The maximum value of the quantity in the brackets for a path of

length L occurs for E = E and is

d
I
ER

\ER
Now, after substituting d/3

d\ER
\

max

dp

2(V2~ 1)

pdf/f we have

P df

I
Eg

| mnK 2(V2 - 1) /

Example:

For a path of length L
, /? = (37r)/4 and (27) becomes

(27)

d \ER

\ER
\

3?r df _ 9 ordj

8(vS - 1) /
" dM

f

'
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For a 500-MHz bandwidth at 20 GHz, the maximum change in

amplitude across the band is approximately 7 percent or 0.6 dB.

3.4 The Ulaximum Echo Delay

The received signal is the sum of the signals transmitted over the

direct and refracted paths. From the definition of a short path the

maximum phase difference between the received signals is (3max =
(3tt)/4 radians corresponding to a difference in path length AL = § a.

The maximum time delay t is

AL 3 ,— = —seconds.
C 8/

(28)

At a frequency of 20 GHz the maximum echo delay on a short path

is 0.01875 nanosecond. Pulses with a duration of one nanosecond would

suffer little degradation on a short path at this frequency.

IV. LONG PATHS

Radio systems at 4 and 6 GHz normally have paths much longer

than Ln . Consider a path at 6 GHz of length L = 5L » 41 km. For

the same negative gradient of the index of refraction used to derive

Ln , the path difference between the direct and refracted rays is

^|(0 = |X125 radians.

On the phase plane the phase difference between the direct and refracted

waves corresponds to 4G complete revolutions plus an angle of 77r/4

radians. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 8. Small changes in the

46 REVOLUTIONS PLUS
lir/A RADIANS

^» — •^^
** *•*

/ __ ^
/ s*^lX \

f / s~ ~~\\ \
1 f r s- \\ \ \ilir ' ) 1 ' ^

i I V \J 1 1 Eo
\ VwJXJ /
\ vv_

^^ \.Ee^

Fig. 8—The phase between signals received via the direct and refracted rays

on a 41-km path at 6 GHz for the gradient in the index of refraction correspond-

ing to JU = 8.20 km.
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gradient of the index of refraction will cause the vector Eej8 to make

a complete revolution—and pass through one of the phases (2n — 1)*-,

n — drl, ±2, •
, where it is possible for deep fading to occur. Similarly,

changes in frequency can cause Ee ]ff to rotate through large angles, a

mechanism reflected in the frequency selectivity of this type of fading

on long paths.

4.1 Effect of Small Changes in the Gradient of the Index of Refraction on

Interference

From (1) and (24) the fractional change in j3 as a function of the

fractional change in the gradient of the index of refraction can be

derived.

d§_ = 2 d(dN/dz) .

/3
" (1 - R/R )(l - R/2R ) dN/dz K }

For the 6-GHz, 41-km path, the fractional change in dN/dz required to

produce a rotation of EejS through 2ir radians is, for R /R = 4,

d(dN/dz) „_—
,, r ;

:

— = 0.7 percent.
dN/dz r

Thus, small changes in the gradient of the index of refraction can

produce large changes in the amplitude of the received signal on long

transmission paths.

4.2 Effect of Changes in Frequency on Interference

Taking the derivative of /? with respect to frequency in (24), we
get dp = f3df/f. For the 6-GHz, 41-km path, the change in frequency

required to cause a change in /? of 2tt radians is

*,_,<& _ 6 X 10
3 X 2tt _ 19o M„dS ~ f J- Stt X 125/4 ~ 128 MHZ -

During such fading conditions a frequency-sweep experiment would

show minima separated by approximately 128 MHz.
Swept-frequency measurements have been reported in the literature

and the results have been approximated by adjusting the amplitudes

and phases of a number of sinusoidal signals to obtain a good fit to

the experimental amplitude-frequency response. 7
'
10 Each sinusoid

represented a discrete ray with constant amplitude and delay. In all

cases, more than three sinusoids—rays—were required to obtain a

satisfactoiy fit to the measured data.

The apparent contradiction between these results and the three-ray

theory disappears when time-variations in the height, the thickness,

and the gradient of the index of refraction of the refracting layer are
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included. All of the approximations were made with the tacit assump-

tion that the optical lengths of the rays remained constant during the

time of a single sweep. This assumption does not hold in practice; the

best evidence of this is the sequence of amplitude-frequency responses

shown in Fig. 10 of Rcf. 7. Each frequency-sweep took one second

and sweeps are shown at ten-second intervals. The substantial changes

in response which occur in ten seconds imply that non-negligible

changes in response may occur during the one-second sweep time.

Instead of postulating additional rays to approximate the measured

frequency-swept response of the path, it is reasonable to postulate

appropriate time variations in the height, the thickness, and the

gradient of the index of refraction of the refracting layer.

There is another argument in support of this view. Four or more

distinct rays have never been observed in measurements of angle-of

arrival although two-ray or three-ray transmission has been observed

on many occasions. 7 And while transmission with four or more rays

is conceivable—for instance, with two layers like those in Fig. 2—the

incidence of such conditions is apparently much less than the incidence

of two-path or three-path transmission.

4.3 The Onset of Fading on Long Paths

It is reasonable to suppose that the negative gradient of the index

of refraction develops slowly on clear summer nights. At some time

a second ray may form and interfere with the direct ray at the

receiver. For a small gradient the received signal may increase

initially since f3 is small. As the negative gradient increases in mag-

nitude the angle /? will increase and cause the received signal to de-

crease when ft approaches tt radians. The angle (1 will continue to

increase as the magnitude of the gradient increases. When /? is large,

rapid fading may occur due to small variations in the magnitude of

the gradient as described previously. Small changes in the height or

thickness of the layer may have a similar effect.

Now, smaller inversions of the index of refraction occur more often

than do larger ones. Therefore, for a relatively small inversion, a long

path may have fading whereas a shorter path may not. We may

expect, then, that the fading distribution is a function of (3 and hence,

of path length L and wavelength A.

4.4 Distribution of Attenuation as a Function of Path Length and Frequency

The attenuation distribution is usually written as the probability-

fraction of time—that the received signal amplitude, \ER \,
is less than

a specified value, V(l .
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ATTENUATION DISTRIBUTION = P( \E* \/E g, V /E ). (30)

In the present model, the amplitudes of the signals received via the

refracted rays are nominally equal to the amplitude of the signal

received in the absence of the refracting layer. Since the probability

of three rays of equal amplitude combining to form a deep fade is much
less than the probability of two rays of equal amplitude combining to

form a deep fade, we conclude that the distribution of attenuation is

dominated by two-ray interference. The received signal is written

ER/En = 1 + (E/Eo)e
if>

,

where, from (18) and (23),

2ttL
:

P = 4>n — 4>R
2i\Rl

a3 -(T^7&-^+ 1 ]-

By virtue of (1), (11), (15), (16), and (20), p can be written

(3&^gF(dN/dz,h,v). (31)

Although E and E are nominally equal, there are always small

variations in their magnitudes due to small inhomogeneities in the

atmosphere. The ratio E/EQ may therefore be expected to have a

rather narrow probability density function which has a mean value

of unity and which changes very little in the interval 1 — Vo/E ^
E/Eq ^ 1 + Vn/Eo ,

where 7 <£ En . On long paths the model sug-

gests that E/Eo and /? are statistically independent. Then,

P(\ E,{ \/E < Vo/E ) =
jf Pl(E/E )pM dp d(E/E )

and the integral is evaluated over a circle of radius V /Ea centered

at the origin of the phase plane.

For deep fades, Vo ^ E and the distribution can be written

P(\ En \/E S Vo/Eo) = f Pi(E/E ) d(E/E ) f p2 (p) dp

fist P(l - Vo/E ^ E/E g 1 + V /E )

£ P((2n + 1)tt - Vo/E ^ p ^ (2n + l)r + V /Eo)
n = ()

9V °°

~ P,(D =jr E ^((2n + 1)t - V /E
&0 n =

- Jexif
F(

-
dN/dz

>

h
>
y
) = (2n + v* + F°/^°)-

<
32)
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The probability density function of F{dN/dz, h. v) is not a function

of path length or frequency, hence, the relationship in (32) agrees

with Barnett's results which were obtained from measured distribu-

tions on long paths; the attenuation distribution is independent of

path length, L, and wavelength, A, as long as the ratio I//X remains

constant. 10

Most of the time the sum in (32) is zero. During periods of heavy

fading on long paths fi may be regarded as being uniformly distributed

in the interval ^ (i H=k 2-. In this case, (32) may be written

P(\ ER \/E ^ V /E ) « ?
Pl(i)(^J. (33)

The slope of the distribution in (33) is the same as that of the

Rayleigh distribution normally resulting in measurements of deep

fading on long paths.

V. THE EFFECT OF SUBSTANDARD CONDITIONS ON SHORT PATHS

On long transmission paths fading can also be caused by an un-

usually large positive gradient in the index of refraction of the atmo-

sphere. 7,13 During such conditions the rays from the transmitter bend

away from the earth. If the gradient is large enough, a ray which is

tangent to the earth in the direction of the receiver will be bent upward

enough to miss the receiving antenna. This means that no direct ray

will reach the receiver; the receiver is therefore in the diffraction

region and the received signal amplitude will be substantially reduced

below the level received when the conditions of propagation are nor-

mal. This type of fading is said to be caused by substandard refrac-

tion. 7
-
13

We assume that the gradient in index of refraction is in the vertical

direction only and extends over the length of the path. The radius

of curvature of a ray is computed as described in Section II; in this

case the center of curvature is above the transmission path. The

geometry is shown in Fig. 9a, and the substandard gradient is illus-

trated in Fig. 9b. As long as the gradient in the index of refraction

results in a bending radius R ^ i?min , a ray can reach the receiver. If

the gradient increases further, the bending radius is reduced and there

is no ray which can reach the receiver; the ray with radius Rx in

Fig. 9a illustrates this condition.

The geometry is shown in Fig. 10 for the tangent and normal rays

for a flat earth approximation. The clearance between the direct ray

and the surface of the earth is d, and from the geometry of Fig. 10.
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DIRECT RAY DURING
NORMAL PROPAGATION

TRANSMITTER

LIMITING RAY FOR
SUBSTANDARD CONDITIONS
OF PROPAGATION

SUBSTANDARD
GRADIENT

n(Z)

Fig. 9— (a) Ray bending during substandard conditions, (b) The index of

refraction of the atmosphere during normal and substandard conditions.

d
LBmns L 2

SRmin
(34)

If the smallest value of Rmln can be determined, a path clearance, d,

can be computed from (34) such that no fading of this type is pos-

sible on a path whose clearance exceeds d. It is not possible to

guarantee a value of J?iniin but a useful estimate can be made.

Crawford and Jakes observed no such fading on a 22.8-mile path

during several years of measurement. 7 The path clearance was 280 feet.

The radius of the limiting ray for this path, computed from (34),

is Rmin ~ 2 X 108 cm. Since no fading due to substandard refraction

was observed, a ray with a radius this small probably did not occur.

For any path, in a similar climatic region, with a clearance d, com-

TRANSMITTER

REFRACTED RAY
/

RECEIVER

Fig. 10—Ray bending during conditions of substandard propagation.
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puted from (34) with R min = 2 x 10s cm, such a fade would be a

rare event.

Since no fading due to substandard refraction was observed the

radius jR min = 2 X 108 cm may be conservative. However, Crawford

and Jakes did observe such fading on another path of length 12.6 miles

and with a clearance of 63 feet.
7 Fading due to substandard refraction

on this path could occur for rays with radii less than 2.84 x 108 cm.

Evidently rays with radii less than 2.84 x 108 cm did occur but there

were no rays with radii less than 2 x 108 cm. The use of i?min =
2 X 108 cm to determine path clearances in similar climates is there-

fore not unduly pessimistic.

Path clearances, do , sufficient to eliminate fading due to substandard

refraction on short paths can be computed from (34) using the lengths

of short paths in Table I. These are shown in Table II.

It is of interest that d„ , for short paths, is always less than \/\L /2.

Therefore, if a short path meets the usual Fresnel-zone clearance

objective of s/\L /2, such a fade would be a rare event.

VI. CONCLUSION

Negative gradients in the index of refraction of the atmosphere

are believed to be the cause of most severe fading on line-of-sight

transmission paths operated at microwave frequencies. It has been

shown in this paper that if the gradient has a maximum value, there

is a length of transmission path, L , below which there is no deep

multiple-path fading. Paths of length less than L are called short

paths. This path length has been estimated for New Jersey from

measurements, reported by Crawford and Jakes, of the angle-of-

arrival of microwave energy during conditions of severe multiple-path

fading. The path length L„ depends upon the maximum difference in

the angles-of-arrival measured, and the largest difference recorded in

Table II

—

Clearance Required to Prevent Fading due to Sub-

standard Refraction on Short Paths

Frequency in GHz X in cm Lo in km da in cm

4 7.5 9.37 548

6 5.0 8.20 420

10 3.0 6.93 300

20 1.5 5.5 189

30 1.0 4.8 144

60 0.5 3.8 90.4
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several years of measurement was used to compute L at several fre-

quencies of interest. These are shown in Table I. A reasonable inter-

pretation of this result is that for short paths a deep fade would rarely,

if ever, occur.

It is also shown that for short paths—paths shorter than L —the

transmission is insensitive to bandwidth; pulses with durations of the

order of one nanosecond will not suffer severe degradation on short

paths.

The distribution of attenuation of fading on long paths is predicted

from this model to be independent of the path length, L, and the

wavelength, a, as long as the ratio L3/\ remains constant. This result

is in agreement with Barnett's result which was obtained by other

means.

The frequency-selectivity of long paths was also derived from the

model. Using the values of L presented in Table I, the minimum fre-

quency separation between adjacent minima in a frequency-sweep

measurement on a long path can be computed. The frequency separa-

tion between adjacent minima is inversely proportional to the third

power of the path length.

The lengths of short paths were computed from measurements made
in New Jersey and probably apply to regions with similar fading

experience. The negative gradients in the index of refraction are

functions of meterological parameters including temperature and

humidity, and these may vary substantially in different climates. We
may expect, for instance, that path length L may be different in

desert regions than it is in New Jersey.
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APPENDIX

In the experiments of Crawford and Jakes, the maximum difference

in the angle of arrival between rays arriving at the receiver was 0.65

degree. This event occurred in the month of August and three rays
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were present, arriving at angles of 0.05, 0.35, and 0.7 degree above the

normal angle of arrival.

The index of refraction at the surface of the earth, Ns , and its

gradient dNa/dz, vary from season to season as described by B. R.

Bean and E. J. Dutton.17 In our notation,

-^ = 7.32e
(0005577iV * )

, (35)
dz

where the unit of height is a kilometer. In the month of August, N8 «
360 in New Jersey. From (1) and (35),

dN—r1 = — 54.5iV units/km, and
dz

R = 1.83 X 10° cm. (36)

We assume that the normal angle of arrival during non-fading con-

ditions is determined by this value of R . In addition to seasonal

variations in Na and dN8/dz, there are diurnal variations.17 It is

assumed here that such a variation increased the angle of arrival of

the direct ray by 0.05 degree for the event described above. A new

value of R ,
corresponding to the new angle of arrival will now be

computed.

The angle of arrival of the direct ray during nonfading conditions is

computed using (36)

,

aQ = -A = 0.001 radian = 0.0573 degree.
2a

During the fading event, a increased to a new value

a, = 0.0573 + 0.05 = 0.1073 degree.

The new radius of curvature is R = L/(2a x ) = 0.98 X 109 cm. The

angles of arrival of the two refracted rays are

0, = 0.35 + 0.0573 = 0.4073 degree and

62 = 0.7 + 0.0573 = 0.7573 degree.

From (16a),

kA w djai = 3.8, and

k2 w 2/a, = 7.05.

These values of k occur for the same layer, that is, for the same

h/hD . Then, from (20)

,
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/2 _ (h - D
2

_ ,, _ fe - i)
2

/Cz (1-R/R,) 2 Ki (l-R/Ro) 2
'

Solving for (1 - R/R )
2

,

(1 - R/R f = fcl +^~ 2 = 0.815,

for which

R /R = 10.3.

After substitution into (23) we get,

L = 4.8X* kilometers, X in cm.
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